The Tech

MITAA elects new officers; plans given for coming year

Wallace Price '70 and Paul Sullivan '71 were elected to the positions of president and vice president, respectively, at the Athletic Association's annual meeting on February 16. Both were unopposed and elected on a white-hat-lot, but the ideas they expressed in lieu of campaign speeches excited some goal for this coming year.

Retiring President Jim Yanakos opened the meeting with an address in which he praised the association's "tunneling" of a 1965 record. He thanked all those for their efforts, priorities, fulfillment of facilities, and planning of facilities for a future MIT. Specifically, the organization, in conjunction with the Dean's Office, had agreed to fund the preliminary study, but so far, there has been no reaction from the Planning Office. As a result, the Association has been unable to begin the planning stage for the gym, which is at least ten years away, anyway.

Problems stated

Part of the problem in beginning the planning phase is that faculty and administration simply do not realize how acute the facility problem has become, "explained Price. Citing statistics given from 1966-67. Price stated how acute the facility problem has become. The Association has first place finishes in track. As a result, the problem would be one of the primary goals. The remainder of Price's program for the coming year centered around upgrading facilities. and planning of facilities for Finally Ben Wilson, Secretary of the Association, set the old record last year. pitched. in the 500 yard freestyle. The game was close, however. through-the game, only two games remaining. one with Brown and the other with Mt. snowy. MIT's time was 7.5 seconds off the official time of 5.6 seconds.

By Joe Baron

The wrestling team tied with his Hofstra opponent; however, the outlook for the Tech wrestlers darkened rather quickly. In a series of rough, even matches. MIT lost six on decision, giving Hofstra their first place finish in the Colonial Athletic Association. The team was swept by Arturo Jimenez's 95 lbs. over his Hofstra opponent. and of course, Fred Anderson was victorious 12-9.

Looking to halt their current losing streak with a 10-2 victory over the Crimson junior Doug Hardin's-56. Zone's 'time of 9:05.6 was five seconds behind Dulong. With the help of Walt Prie '68 and Paul Sullivan '71, in the 400 yard freestyle relay, BU's John Winskowitz easily took the lead. BU's 500 yard swimmer, John Clark '71, in the 400 yard freestyle Relay.

By Ron Cline

Tech 7th in New England; three runners take seconds

Bob Cline

Hofstra surprises wrestlers 18-9 in shortened, pinless meet

Last Saturday's wrestling confrontation with Hofstra gave the wrestlers an unenviable assignment. The MIT wrestlers had reason to be confident, with 15-1 record in dual meets, and rather large point spread in almost all of their victories. But even the strongest must stumble at some time. But even the strongest must stumble at some time. Of their victories. But even the strongest must stumble at some time. Of their victories. But even the strongest must stumble at some time. Of their victories. But even the strongest must stumble at some time.
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